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Bangladeshi

Keywords: DV/API/S Asian/Indian/Pakistani/Bangladeshi/immig/Inst./Biblio 0602.

Keywords: API/intl/Bangladeshi/DV/SA/Inst.

Keywords: API/Pan Asian/Indian/Burmese/Pakistani/Nepali/Bangladeshi/SA/VAW/Inst./intl/refugees.
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Keywords: VAW/intl/API/Bangladeshi/Inst.

Burmese

Keywords: API/Pan Asian/Indian/Burmese/Pakistani/Nepali/Bangladeshi/SA/VAW/Inst./intl/refugees.

Cambodian

Keywords: API/CSA/Cambodian/Korean/Vietnamese/African American/Latina/race/Inst.

Keywords: API/Pan Asian/Thai/Cambodian/CSA/Inst./policy/intl.

Keywords: DV/API/refugees/Inst./Cambodian/Biblio 0602/coping.
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Keywords: API/intl/Cambodian/DV/Inst.

Keywords: API/Cambodian/Inst./Biblio 0602/immig.

Keywords: DV/API/Cambodian/intl/Inst.

Keywords: API/SE Asian/DV/Laotian/Vietnamese/Cambodian/Inst./Biblio 0602/services/depression.
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Keywords: DV/API/atti/Chinese/Korean/Vietnamese/Cambodian/Inst./Biblio 0602/S Asian/Fact Sheet 0902.

Yoshioka, M., & DiNoia, J. *Attitudes toward marital violence among Chinese and Cambodian adults*. (un pub)
Keywords: API/DV/Chinese/Cambodian/Inst./Biblio 0602.

Keywords: DV/API/atti/Chinese/Korean/Vietnamese/Cambodian/Inst./Biblio 0602.
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Keywords: API/Chinese/intl/VAW/Inst.

Keywords: API/Chinese/intl/SA/Inst.

Keywords: DV/VAW/API/Chinese/Inst./Biblio 0602.

Keywords: API/Chinese/Inst./SH/intl/coping.

Keywords: SA/API/SE Asian/Hmong/Laotian/Cambodian/Vietnamese/Inst./Biblio 0602.
of Social Distress and the Homeless, 3(3), 263-281.
Keywords: API/MH/Chinese/Inst./Biblio 0602/immig.
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**Fijian**

Keywords: API/Fiji/intl/Indian/DV/Inst./PI.

**Filipina**

Keywords: API/Filipina/datingV/DV/Inst./FG/Atti.

Keywords: DV/API/Filipina/Inst./Biblio 0602.
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Keywords: API/Chinese/Filipina/Latina/VAW/immig/Inst./DV/Fact Sheet 0902/Biblio 0602.


Serrill, M.S. (1995, October 23). Domestic violence. *Time*, 83-85. Keywords: API/Pan Asian/Filipina/SA/Inst./intl/VAW.


**Hawaii**
  Keywords: DV/API/PTSD/MH/Hawaii/Inst./Biblio 0602.

  Keywords: DV/API/Hawaii/Inst./Biblio 0602.

Honolulu, HI: Author.
  Keywords: API/Pan Asian/Hawaii/Filipina/Fact Sheet 0902/Inst.

  Keywords: API/Japanese/Filipina/Hawaii/DV/CA/Inst.

  Keywords: DV/CA/API/Hawaii/Inst.

  Keywords: DV/API/Hawaii/Inst./Fact Sheet 0902/Biblio 0602.

  Keywords: DV/API/Hawaii/Inst.

  Keywords: DV/API/Hawaii/Inst./Biblio 0602.

  Keywords: DV/API/Hawaii/Inst.

  Keywords: DV/API/Hawaii/Inst.

  Keywords: BW/PTSD/MH/API/Hawaii/Inst./Biblio 0602/distress/depression.

  Keywords: CA/SA/substance abuse/BW/Hawaii/API/methodology/DV/Inst./Biblio 0602/PTSD.

  Keywords: DV/API/Hawaii/Inst./Biblio 0602/PTSD.

Oneha, M.F., et al., *Ua ola loko i ke aloha: Love gives life within.* Honolulu, HI: Department of Health and Human Services Health Resources and Services Administration, Bureau of Health Professions, Division of Nursing.
Keywords: API/Hawaii/Inst./Biblio 0602.

Keywords: API/Korean/Filipina/Hawaii/seeking/Inst./help-seeking.
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Aravamudan, N-K. (1998). “They don't know the Asian family system”: The fallacy of specialized cultural knowledge at a community organization. *American Sociological Association (ASA).*
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Keywords: Physical Abuse/Sexual Abuse/prevalence/Bulimia-Nervosa/Impulsive Behaviors/Psychological Abuse/Anorexia-Nervosa/Childhood/Women/Psychopathology/intl/API/Japanese/Inst./x-cultural/VAW/MH/victimization/eating disorders/SA/CSA/CA.

Keywords: API/Filipina/intl/DV/Inst./immig/Japanese/racism/women.

Keywords: DV/Japanese/intl/API/Inst.

Keywords: Biblio/API/Japanese/Inst./Biblio 0602.
Keywords: Biblio/API/Japanese/coping/Inst./Biblio 0602/practice.

Keywords: inst/API/Japanese/Inst./ Biblio 0602.

Keywords: API/Japanese/Inst./ Biblio 0602.

Keywords: VAW/Japanese/intl/API/Inst.

Keywords: DV/API/Japanese/coping/MH/Inst./Biblio 0602/Fact sheet 0902/immig/BW.

Keywords: DV/API/Japanese/intl/Inst./Biblio 0602/BW.

Keywords: DV/API/Japanese/sp/Japan/intl/policy/Inst./Biblio 0602.

Keywords: prevalence/DV/API/Japanese/Inst./Biblio 0602/Fact sheet 0902.

Keywords: DV/API/Inst./Japanese/Biblio 0602.

Keywords: DV/API/Japanese/intl/Att.

Keywords: DV/Japanese/intl/API/Inst./Biblio 0602/BW movement.

Keywords: DV/Japanese/intl/API/Inst./Biblio 0602/BW movement/practice.

Keywords: DV/Japanese/intl/API/Inst./Biblio 0602.


Keywords: DV/API/immig/methodology/Japanese/Inst./Biblio 0602.


Keywords: DV/API/MH/distress/SCL90R/Japanese/Inst./Fact Sheet 0902/Biblio 0602.


Keywords: DV/Japanese/intl/API/Inst./policy/services/Japan.


Keywords: DV/API/coping/Japanese/Inst./Biblio 0602/Fact sheet 0902.


Keywords: methodology/DV/API/Japanese/Inst./Biblio 0602/Fact sheet 0902.


Keywords: DV/API/Japanese/MH/SS/Inst./Biblio 0602/Fact Sheet 0902/PTSD/immig.


Keywords: Japanese/intl/DV/API/Inst./Biblio 0602.


Keywords: API/Japanese/intl/VAW/Inst.


Keywords: DV/VAW/Japanese/API/Inst./intl.

Khmer


Keywords: DV/API/SE Asian/Chinese/Inst./Biblio 0602/Laotian/Khmer/Vietnamese/FG.

Korean


Keywords: API/CSA/Cambodian/Korean/Vietnamese/African American/Latina/race/Inst.


Keywords: Biblio/Atti/API/Korean/Inst./Biblio 0602.


Keywords: API/Korean/Biblio/Inst./Biblio 0602/race.

Keywords: API/Chinese/Japanese/Korean/Atti/Inst./Atti.

Keywords: race/API/Korean/ Inst./Biblio 0602/help-seeking/African American.

Keywords: API/Korean/Filipina/Hawaii/seeking/Inst./help-seeking.

Keywords: API/Korean/CA/immig/Inst.

Keywords: API/Korean/DV/Inst./Biblio 0602/immig.

Keywords: DV/API/Korean/ conceptual/Inst./Biblio 0602/immig/prevalence/substance abuse.

Keywords: DV/API/Korean/Inst./Fact Sheet 0902/Biblio 0602/prevalence.

Keywords: DV/API/Korean/immig/Atti/Inst./ Biblio 0602/prevalence.

Keywords: DV/API/Korean/immig/Atti/Inst./ Biblio 0602/prevalence.

Keywords: DV/API/Korean/BW/Inst./Biblio 0602/immig/MH/coping.

Keywords: DV/API/Korean/immig/BW/Inst.

Keywords: DV/API/Korean/Indian/Pakistani/Inst./Biblio 0602/immig/conceptual.

Keywords: DV/API/Vietnamese/Korean/Inst./Biblio 0602/immig/Att/serv.


Keywords: DV/API/Korean/Inst./Biblio 0602/immig.


Keywords: DV/API/Att/Chinese/Korean/Vietnamese/Cambodian/Inst./Biblio 0602/0902.


Keywords: DV/API/atti/Chinese/Korean/Vietnamese/Cambodian/Inst./Biblio 0602.

Laotian


Keywords: DV/API/SE Asian/Chinese/Inst./Biblio 0602/Laotian/Khmer/Vietnamese/FG.


Keywords: SA/API/SE Asian/Hmong/Laotian/Cambodian/Vietnamese/Inst./Biblio 0602.


Keywords: API/SE Asian/DV/Laotian/Vietnamese/Cambodian/Inst./Biblio 0602/services/depression.

Malay


Keywords: API/Pan Asian/ntl/immig/SA/Inst./Malay/policy.


Keywords: VAW/ntl/Malay/Inst./API/Biblio 0602.


Keywords: API/SE Asian/Malay/DV/ntl/immig/Inst./Filipina/policy.


Keywords: API/Malay/ntl/DV/CA/Inst./services/policy.

Nepali
Keywords: DV/SA/VAW/API/Nepali/intl/inst.

Keywords: API/Pan Asian/Indian/Burmese/Pakistani/Nepali/Bangladeshi/SA/VAW/Inst./intl/refugees.

Keywords: API/DV/Indian/Pakistani/Nepali/Inst./Pan Asian/BW movement.

**Pacific Islanders**

Keywords: API/Fiji/intl/Indian/DV/Inst./PI.

Keywords: Child Abuse/Parenting Styles/Cultural Sensitivity/CA/Inst./PI/Republic of Palau/atti.

**Pakistani**

Keywords: DV/API/S Asian/Indian/Pakistani/Bangladeshi/immig/Inst./Biblio 0602.

Keywords: API/Indian/Pakistani/ DV/Inst./immig/prevalence.

Keywords: API/Pan Asian/Indian/Burmese/Pakistani/Nepali/Bangladeshi/SA/VAW/Inst./intl/refugees.
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Keywords: API/Indian/Pakistani/Inst./Biblio 0602/help-seeking/MH.

Keywords: API/Pakistani/intl/CSA/CA/Inst./Disability.

Keywords: API/Indian/Pakistani/Inst./help-seeking/Atti/immig.

Keywords: DV/API/Korean/Indian/Pakistani/Inst./Biblio 0602/immig/conceptual.
Pan Asian


Keywords: API/Pan Asian/DV/SA/immig/Inst./help-seeking.

Keywords: DV/API/Pan Asian/Inst./Biblio 0602.

Keywords: DV/race/African American/Latina/API/Atti/practice/Inst./Fact Sheet 0902/Biblio 0602/Pan Asian.
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Keywords: API/Pan Asian/DV/SA/inst./Amy/Inst./policy.
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Keywords: API/Pan Asian/CW/Inst.
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Keywords: API/Pan Asian/intl/DV/Inst.

Keywords: API/Pan Asian/intl/DV/Inst.

Cox, D. (1997). The vulnerability of Asian women migrant workers to a lack of protection and to violence. Asian and
Keywords: DV/API/Pan Asian/practice/Inst./Biblio 0602.

Keywords: DV/Inst/API/Pan Asian/Biblio 0602/immig/WOC/SE Asian/policy/racism.
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Keywords: API/Pan Asian/CSA/Inst./practice/immig.

Keywords: DV/API/Inst./Pan Asian/Biblio 0602/MH.


Staffordshire, Keele, United Kingdom.
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physical disabilities. *Journal of Women's Health & Gender-Based Medicine*, 10(9), 861-866.
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